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Much research has been done 
on the financial benefits of 
offering broadband service 

in apartments and condominiums. In 
the rental market, property owners and 
managers agree that services such as 
high-speed Internet and video on de-
mand can help fill units and retain ten-
ants longer. In the condo market, access 
to broadband can boost the value of a 
home and help it sell more quickly. 

Today, prospective tenants and own-
ers want to know not only whether a 
property offers broadband services but 
also how good those services are. A 2012 
study by RVA LLC (sponsored by this 
magazine and discussed in the July is-
sue) surveyed multiple-dwelling-unit 
(MDU) property owners and managers 
of both condos and rental properties. Of 
those surveyed, 59 percent responded 
that “superior” broadband increases 
closing and occupancy rates, 42 percent 
agreed that it reduced resident churn and 
39 percent acknowledged that broad-
band availability increased rental prices. 

When it comes to the particular me-
dium for delivering broadband, numer-
ous studies have shown that subscribers 
highly value fiber-to-the-home service. 
Studies indicate that FTTH subscrib-
ers are more satisfied with their broad-
band and TV service than DSL, cable 
and wireless customers are. In a survey 
of MDU residents by Parks Associates, 
42 percent of respondents perceived the 
rental value of a living unit with FTTH 
service to be an average of 5 percent 
higher than that of a unit lacking FTTH.

Overcoming Barriers  
To FTTH Deployment in MDUs
Many property owners hesitate to deploy fiber in multifamily buildings 
because of concerns about cost, disruption and aesthetics. With newer 
deployment methods, these concerns are no longer warranted. 
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If FTTH can bolster property and rental values 
and occupancy rates, why do only 7 percent of 

MDU households in the U.S. have FTTH service? 

BArriers to Deploying FiBer
If high-speed services can bolster prop-
erty and rental values and occupancy 
rates and if FTTH is the preferred way 
to deliver those services, why do only 
7 percent of MDU households in the 
United States today have FTTH ser-
vice? In the RVA survey, responding 
property owners and managers named 
the following as their top five barriers to 
installing an FTTH network (percent-
age of respondents agreeing with reason 
in parentheses):

• Cost of installation (69 percent)
• Time/hassle of making change (54 

percent)
• Disruption to residents during in-

stallation (52 percent)
• Not sure return on investment is suf-

ficient (50 percent)
• Aesthetics or look of installed fiber 

cables (43 percent).

These concerns are well founded. In-
creased engineering, longer installation 
times and higher costs associated with 
fiber deployment in older MDUs have 
hindered service providers’ ability to fully 
realize the financial promise of the MDU 
category of housing. Deploying fiber in 
existing apartments and condominiums 
is challenging on many fronts.

No two MDUs are alike, and no 
single solution fits all. These basic truths 
can immediately create physical and fi-
nancial impediments for service provid-
ers. Retrofitting existing structures for 
fiber poses engineering challenges that 
can slow the installation process, add 
to its cost and often result in awkward-
looking installations. 

Outside-plant solutions don’t trans-
late easily into an MDU environment, 
where overcoming space restrictions and 
aesthetic objections are significant chal-
lenges. Older buildings are typically al-
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ready wired with multiple cable media, 
creating congestion in both riser and 
horizontal pathways. 

Adding conduits, pulling new fiber 
cables within walls or above ceilings and 
creating new cable pathways increase 
cost. These necessary additions can also 
require access to customer living space 
prior to a service activation request, and 
some tenants or homeowners may per-
ceive the service provider as unnecessar-
ily intrusive. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, building 
owners and homeowner associations 
(HOAs) have been barriers, too. They 
have been hesitant to approve installa-
tions of apparatus and cable that, be-
cause of aesthetics, might permanently 
reduce the value of their properties and 
homes. From a short-term perspective, 
building owners and HOAs understand-
ably want to avoid construction noise 
and keep other disruptions to a mini-
mum. Complaints from tenants and ho-
meowners are not good for business.

trADitionAl instAllAtion 
MethoDs 
In new construction, communications 
cables are planned for in advance and 
are often hidden behind building walls. 
Older buildings, however, require cable 
pathway creation techniques that are 
aesthetically pleasing to owners and ten-
ants. Durable, long-lasting installations 
and high-quality service are paramount. 
From a service provider perspective, these 
cable pathways must be cost-effective.

One common cable pathway cre-
ation method involves the use of rigid 
crown moldings offset 1 to 2 inches 
from the ceiling. Jacketed drop cables 
are tucked behind the moldings and 

concealed from view. Though this is of-
ten the most aesthetically pleasing op-
tion, it is also one of the most costly and 
disruptive to install.

Another alternative is to use two-
piece plastic square latch molding con-
sisting of a base and a cover. These prod-
ucts are somewhat lower cost but still 
require significant custom fitting during 
installation because the molding is sold 
in standard lengths. To place cables in-
side them requires removing and replac-
ing the covers. In a 300-foot or longer 
hallway, the time and effort involved is 
considerable.

The use of microducts behind walls 
and above ceilings is also a common 
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Building owners are hesitant to approve 
installations that, because of aesthetics, might 

permanently reduce the value of their properties.
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method for concealing communications 
cables. The microducts are installed 
first, and then the cables are routed 
through them. Often the use of mi-
croducts requires core drilling, or bor-
ing holes through one or multiple floors 
of a building. The benefit of microduct 
is that cables and ducts can be almost 
completely concealed. However, instal-
lation is expensive, time-consuming, 
noisy and messy.

In each of these cable pathway solu-
tions, cable installation involves a time-
consuming, costly, two-step process 
that usually requires two crews – one 
to build the pathway and one to lay the 
cable. Most of the work involves carpen-
try, and a two-person crew can take an 
entire day or more to finish a single floor. 
The result can be enormous costs and 
weeks of disruption for residents. More-
over, the end result can stand out visu-

ally, a huge problem because aesthetics 
can make or break the decision to move 
forward with deployment. (Even though 
43 percent of respondents in the RVA 

survey named aesthetics as a barrier to 
FTTH deployment, 3M estimates that 
the percentage is much higher in owner-
occupied, high-end buildings – as we 
have learned through experience.)

In other circumstances, particu-
larly in apartment hallways with many 
bends and turns, ultra-bend-insensitive 
cables capable of maintaining bend radii 
as small as 5 mm (ITU G.657.B3) are 
simply stapled to the walls. Although 
this method is quick and easy and is 
generally considered optically accept-
able, a special crowned staple is needed. 
More important, many apartment walls 
are concrete, making stapling virtually 
impossible. In general, stapling is noisy, 
creates dust and looks industrial, at best. 
Visually, most high-end building own-
ers and homeowners are unlikely to ac-
cept such a solution.

A new systeM For MDU FiBer 
DeployMent
3M has developed a better way to deploy 
fiber in MDUs. We call it the 3M To-
tal Package. The 3M Total Package is a 
full-fiber MDU broadband solution for 
both inside and outside the living unit. 
It combines the new 3M One Pass Mini 
Fiber Pathway for living units with the 
3M One Pass Fiber Pathway hallway so-
lution, connected by the easy-to-install 
3M No Polish Connector (NPC). 

This solution simplifies the process 
of routing drop cable through MDU 
hallways and living units. The complete 
fiber-to-the-premises broadband solu-
tion provides a quicker, neater and qui-
eter installation for building owners and 

ResouRces
For more information about the industry studies cited in this article, see

“MDU Owners Crave Fiber – If They Know What It Is,” Broadband 
Communities, July 2012

“What Fiber Broadband Can Do for Your Community,” eighth edition of 
the Fiber-to-the-Home Primer produced by the editors of Broadband 
Communities, August/September 2012

“Fact Sheet: Verizon Study of MDU Residents,” Parks Associates, 2008.

Installation of the No Polish Connector does 
not require a power source, which is often dif-
ficult to find in MDU hallways.

The 3M One Pass Mini delivers triple-play services inside 
a residence.

The One Pass Fiber Pathway simplifies the 
process of fiber drop cable routing through 
MDU halls.
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tenants compared with traditional race-
way, crown molding or microduct solu-
tions. Moreover, the pathways are small 
and paintable, allowing them to blend 
into just about any décor.

The hallway solution is a flexible, 
adhesive-backed, surface-mount indoor 
drop cable and cable pathway system 
that is installed simultaneously in just 
one pass around the perimeter of an 
MDU hallway. The low-profile duct 
combines the pathway and fiber drop 
cable in one solution, eliminating the 
two-step process of building a cable 
pathway and pulling cable. This results 
in an installation savings of up to 35 
percent per floor. 

The hallway solution addresses many 
of the challenges of traditional horizon-
tal optical cabling solutions. Because the 
pathway uses bend-insensitive 900 µm 
fiber as the medium to distribute fiber 
optic services, the pathway itself can be 
made smaller than traditional optical 
cable pathway solutions, which are de-
signed to contain multiple 2 mm, 3 mm 
or 5 mm jacketed cables. This makes the 
system more discreet and less noticeable 
to residents. 

The in-living-unit pathway delivers 
triple-play services inside a residence and 
can be used with or without the hallway 
solution. Like the hallway solution, the 
in-living-unit solution is easy to install 
on virtually any wall surface, including 
painted concrete where stapling cables 
isn’t possible.

Two-person crews can quickly and 
easily install the pathways using a hand-
held, pole-mounted tool. The tool re-
moves the liner from the adhesive back-
ing on the duct and places the pathway 
containing the internal fibers on the 
wall, all in one quick and easy motion. 
An exclusive 3M adhesive bonds the 
product to virtually any wall surface, 
including painted concrete. Because 
adhesive is used to mount the pathway 
to the wall, installation is less disruptive 

than traditional methods. No stapling, 
hammering, sawing or carpentry work 
is needed. 

The in-building network is con-
nected using the 3M No Polish Connec-
tor. The connector consists of a factory-
polished connector assembly with an 
integrated mechanical splice, enabling 
fast, on-site installation of 900 µm fiber. 
Installation of the connector does not 
require a power source, which is often 
difficult to find in MDU hallways. Be-
cause power is not needed, cords do not 
need to be run through hallways dur-
ing installation, eliminating a potential 
safety hazard to residents. Globally, ser-
vice providers have deployed more than 
20 million mechanical splices and con-
nectors in indoor and outdoor environ-
ments with proven reliability. In other 
words, the connector supports high-
quality service and very rarely, if ever, 
contributes to service problems.

sUMMAry
Market research clearly shows that MDU 
residents, both owners and renters, desire 
FTTH service. Building owners and 
managers want it, too, because FTTH 
clearly adds value to a property. Yet it’s 
been slow in coming to older properties 
because of concerns about cost, disrup-
tions during construction and aesthetic 
impact. However, as service providers in-
creased their emphasis on passing MDUs 
with fiber optic services, suppliers re-
sponded with products addressing both 
provider and end-user concerns. The evo-
lution of key network components led 
to a game-changing solution that makes 
FTTH deployment in multiple-dwelling 
units fast, easy and low-cost. Best of all, 
some solutions are virtually invisible, 
greatly reducing or eliminating the visual 
impact of installed fiber. These solutions 
are clearing the barriers for fiber deploy-
ment in MDUs.

Learn more about the 3M Total 
Package at www.3M.com/OnePass. v

A two-person crew can place the pathway and the 
fiber in one pass without any carpentry work. 
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